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Preface

The Constraint Grammar Workshop at NoDaLiDa goes back to 2007 and is the main regular venue of the Constraint Grammar community, bringing together researchers from not only the Nordic region, but also eliciting interest from other countries. With the exception of the Covid year 2021, the workshop has been arranged at every NoDaLiDa since its inception, making it the eighth one in a row. The workshops have focused both on theoretical issues linked to the Constraint Grammar framework and on its uses in the detailed analysis of natural languages at various linguistic levels. In addition, contributions about Constraint Grammar-based applications have played an increasing role, with a growing number of papers dedicated to this area.

This tendency towards applications and real-life integration has been especially clear in the current edition of the workshop, that had an overweight on CG-based practical programs targeting proofing tools. Thus, 4 papers presented work on grammar checkers, covering Faroese, Inari Saami, Lule Saami and South Saami. All papers focused on a restricted set of error types, but in each case the error types represented high-frequency problems in the language in question. The Faroese contribution was about errors related to the letter ð in morphological suffixes, for Inari Saami the focus was on a specific set of interference errors from Finnish, while the Lule Saami article presented the broadest set of error types, with agreement phenomena being the common denominator. The last grammar checker paper, about South Saami, looked at two problematic parts of the grammar, adjective agreement and negative constructions.

All four grammar checkers represented finished and tested work for the error types in question and were released during the workshop.

A further two papers presented applicative, CG-based programs, where a downstream, higher level NLP task was solved using a dedicated Constraint Grammar rule set. Thus, the paper Attribution of Quoted Speech in Portuguese Text exploits new Constraint Grammar techniques dealing with long-distance relations, such as co-reference links spanning several sentences and the dynamic use of stream variables, to automatically annotate news and literary text for quoting and attribution constructions, using syntactic, semantic and pragmatic tags as clues to identify and classify these constructions and to link them to specific speaker IDs. Another applicative contribution was an ICALL paper that used Constraint Grammar for the automatic scoring of learner essays written in Basque, with scores expressed in terms of the European framework CEFR for language level assignment.

Finally, a more theoretical paper, WITH Context: Adding Rule-Grouping to VISL CG-3, addressed the CG rule formalism itself, to which it added a new operator, WITH, hereby opening up for a new rule type that would allow a more efficient grammar writing by fusing entire rule blocks with shared contexts into one, integrated rule.
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